Question: Who are you?
My name is Mr. Sandor Kunyik, I was born in Soviet-occupied Hungary in 1968, and I lived my
ﬁrst 19 years there. After leaving to Austria and waiting 17 months for my permit to enter the
USA I arrived to Illinois on August 1989, where I live ever since. I am a naturalized citizen and
a registered voter in Kane County.
I am grateful to the USA for all the opportunities it provides to every citizen. I am a
self-trained GNU/Linux and internet infrastructure expert, and by working with those
technologies for the last 20 plus years I learned to build low-cost, owner-operated networks publishing platforms which cannot be censored, cancelled or shut down.
Question: What is your purpose with this?
I did not reject Soviet-Style Socialism to end up living in Chinese-Style
Socialism. What's the difference, you ask?
Soviet-style Socialism is still Western Civilization. Soviet Communists
more-less accept any mix of cultures and traditions - their beef is with
fundamental human tendencies such as greed and love of wealth.
To Chinese Communists all other civilizations and cultures are inferior. They
use deeply rooted Chinese traditions to control their native-born citizens and reject everyone else. They believe China to be superior to all.
My purpose is to build a grassroots and publish these facts. Our mission is to
“help preserve our Constitutional Republic, our Western Civilization,
and our Christian Way of Life”.
Do not reject our Grassroots just because you are an atheist. Think of it this
way: you do love the fact that Christian Religions no longer murder people in
the name of God, correct? Then, even as an atheist you love our Christian
Way of Life.
Under Chinese Democracy a lot of things would be very different. Do not “test
it” and see if you would like it. Every type of Communism is the same Crime
Against Humanity, nothing is going to change the nature of that beast.
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NGO = Non-governmental Organizations.
These entities are the enemies of our Constitutional Republic, our
Western Civilization, and our Christian Way of Life. They often
masquerade as humanitarian projects, but in reality they are a
cover for political activities.
NOGs play on your heart’s strings with images of Starving Children
and Abused Pets - and turn your donations into political
endorsements. NGOs call this “taxing the stupid”.

Grassroots = Civil Disobedience Movement
Forget what Wikipedia writes about grassroots. This is what you
should understand and accept about Ours.
●
We are owner-operated by people with individual
capacity and personal resolve. We bring our own
resources, and we spend ours not yours.
●
We ignore those who contribute nothing but personal
opinions and dissent. We reject those who force us to
debate the obvious.
●
We represent the best interest of our own and those
we love. This purpose cannot be bought and sold,
corrupted, sensored and cancelled.
●
We do not want you to change America, we want you
to leave it as you found it.

Our Grassroots needs 3057 US Citizens - one from each
of the 50 States, one from each of the 3007 Counties.
Please help us explain to those who are confused.
We are going to repeat this, write this on a million wiki
pages, print this on paper, route this into oak, mold this
into plastic, carve this into granite, cast this into metal.

“A republic, if you can keep it”

Step #1: What you cannot protect you cannot keep, and what you
cannot keep you cannot own.
You do not own what you share on Social Media - your access may
be revoked, your account may be deleted. The entire Social Media
Corporation, especially the “friendly” ones maybe blocked, or
compromised and forced to block you. They might simply fold.
Our first priority is to show you this fact, and give you some choices
while you still have them. Do not blame social media - Twitter,
Facebook and the rest. Use them for entertainment, for friends and
family - but ignore their narrative, ignore their politics.

Step #4: Our Strategy
Every part of this Grassroots was carefully planned, and we CANNOT be
surprised by a million unexpected “followers”. We need only 3057, then we
stop taking in new members, only replace those who drop out.
I.

50 going to maintain the grassroots for the states (called Founders),
talking and discussing with one person in each of their counties
(called Nodes). The Founders going to discuss amongst each other,
deciding on the relevance of issues and on priorities.

II.

For the time being I am taking care of all the technological and
financial requirements to connect the 50 on the state level. I provide
the forum, the logins, the backup, and I write to the Directory all that
is being published by the Founders. Eventually, there are going to be
participants to assume all my costs and my work.

III.

The Nodes going to find and keep in contact with every Hometown
across their county, and communicate what they learn to the state
Founder. This is how the grassroots is going to connect all 19,500
Hometowns in the United States: only the 3057 has write access on
the network - the rest must chatter and debate elsewhere.

Step #2: Do not debate Anonymous
The Anonymous user is a deceiver, a liar, sometimes a criminal, and
with increasingly likelihood its artificial. The time you spend with
commenting, debating, arguing anonymous is better spent on your
own platform, building your own project.
Every minute you waste trying to gain traction on a massively
populous platform is a win for Anonymous, a loss for you.

Since there is no central control or “database” - this grassroots cannot be
hijacked by a political party or by any other entity. The state Founders, the
county Nodes, the Hometown participants all built their own platforms, and
they only share what they want to share.

Step #3: Become one of the 3057

The “noise” on the forum and in email communication is going to be very low nobody is going to be allowed to bring or discuss irrelevant issues.

On Twitter, on Gab I sometimes asked those working tirelessly,
posting memes, comments, begging people to follow them:
“If all of the sudden you had 1 million followers - are you ready now, in
the next five minutes, to ask them to do something meaningful?”
I created the Grassroots because I know, asking people to do
something meaningful is going to mobilize millions.

Everyone one of the 3057 is going to have a voice.

Thanks for the tips - I can do this better without you!
Great! I may then return to my manufacturing supply chain and 3D
printing projects, which I interrupted for this Grassroots after the 2020
General Election was stolen.

I know everyone is going to have something to say, and I know that
nobody is going to be heard. This is Social Media Zoo, where
everyone is chattering at the same time and nothing gets done.

As soon as I see evidence that you are willing and capable I am
transferring all 50 domains to you!

When you become 1 of the 3057 this cannot happen to you.

Good luck, and God Bless the USA!

